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Alan McPherson in this legendary 
piece writes the historiography 
chronologically in order to capture an 
evolving multinational story of invasions 
undertaken by the colossus of the north. He 
touches on various themes relating to 
resistance, caudillismo, the role of US 
commercial interests in the invasions, and 
the peasantry. Finished in 2014 but over ten 
years in the making, McPherson in this book 
gives a nice overview of the Sandinista and 
how the leftist political party formed in 
Nicaragua which provides lectors with a 
succinct historical understanding of the post-
modern President Daniel Ortega who once 
again, is in charge of Nicaragua. It also 
serves as a useful guide for understanding 
the Iran-Contra affair and the ideology 
behind the guerillas composing principally 
of a Sandino like vision. 

 The Caudillo once again came up in 
this very critical piece of literature as a 
recurring theme and its contributions to 
Central American and Caribbean history 
cannot be understated. The nexus between 
the caudillo and anti-occupation is evident. 
Anti-occupation activists defended an 
autonomy that was local rather than 
national. Local structures, customs, and life 
was already set up in Nicaragua. However, 
anti-occupation activists in the cases 
presented by McPherson simply can’t 
implement the nation-state to resist and turn 
instead to insurgency, civil disobedience, 
sabotage, and defiance of censorship. It’s 
important to note that each occupation in 

Haiti (1915-1934), Nicaragua (1912-1933), 
and the Dominican Republic (1916-1924) as 
discussed throughout the monograph evoke 
a rural insurrection—motivated partly by 
marine cruelty. Important work remains yet 
to be done as to why the Haitian and 
Dominican insurrections failed while the 
Nicaragua one outlasted the marines. 
Perhaps because peasants put up less 
resistance to marine rule than all other 
groups except for the merchant class. This is 
a crucial fact as the peasantry were the class 
that frequently carried out revolution and 
insurrection.  

 The points above lead nicely into the 
explanations that McPherson gives on the 
predominance of US commercial and elite 
interests and how this impacted the invaded. 
For one, the occupational process also 
threatened the status and wealth of 
prominent groups – unemployed politicians, 
landowners, lawyers, and journalists—the 
bourgeoisie essentially, manifested into a 2nd 
class position under US rule and engaged in 
everyday acts of resistance. US forces were 
on a god sent mission to centralize the state 
and via occupation they were able to 
accelerate the centralization process 
resulting in further contestation and 
violence. On a state level outlook, Latin 
Americans were at their best in terms of 
resistance when their personal interests were 
most threatened (personal security, land, 
culture, etc.). What further aggravated the 
occupied was their belief that the sole 
purpose of the state’s existence was to 
enrich officeholders—occupiers saw 
government as a collective service, and they 
extracted an enormous amount of rent from 
the state. It remains a sad truth that Latin 
America is and will remain a laboratory for 
US relations with the greater world and will 
remain a place where informal empire, 



dollar diplomacy, and other predatory 
diplomatic practices continue at length.  

 The prominence given to Agusto 
Sandino throughout the monograph is no 
mistake. Sandino left the most vibrant 
legacy behind as he died a martyr in a time 
of peace and due to his omnipotent impact 
that he had on the rest of Latin America. 
Moreover, Sandino’s impact was largely 
psychological—the rejection to fear the 
Yankee. McPherson ties together Sandino 
and the modern-day Sandinistas along with 
their sympathizers together as this modern 
group has reproduced their own children’s 
literature and textbooks meant to glorify 
Sandino. In the Nicaraguan school-system, 
Sandino is overwhelmingly described as a 
hero and democratic defender who drove the 
marines out of Nicaragua. Albeit widely 
undemocratic, self-interested, or for other 
causal reasons—the invaded achieved 
success ridding their soils of foreign troops.  

 At the end of the day, the invaded 
had to continually fight off a paternalistic 
colossus to the north of them. The United 
States was relentless in its pursuit of 
commercial interests, especially in the 
Central American isthmus region where it 
wanted to impede any other foreign power 
from erecting a second canal in Nicaragua 
during the early 20th century. Meanwhile, 
the invaded had to deal with the United 
States desire to secure the Windward 
Passage—a natural shipping lane running 
from the Atlantic to the Caribbean that 
routes between Cuba and Haiti. At the same 
time, the invaded were waging their own 
ideological warfare against the invaders. 
Agusto Sandino was a martyr to be 
remembered and who ever controlled 
information—hoped to sway worldly 
opinion on who was right and who was 

wrong in this historical moment. Finally, the 
invaders had to deal with the might of the 
caudillo—as the invaders were never able to 
fully consolidate nor institutionalize their 
manners and practices—the best that the 
invaders could ever do was to install a right-
wing autocrat who could control empire like 
interests. For this, one lesson is clear that 
McPherson desires all lectors to take away 
from his book—invasion and foreign 
occupation is never a desirable conquest.  


